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A meeting of the Club was held this evening.
Sheriff More presiding. The weather was
stormy aud the circumstance had a prejudicial
effect on the attendance.
Mentality and Habits of Birds.
Rev. Dr Bruce, Banff, read a paper on the
Mentality and Habits of Birds as follows:—
I have always been fond of birds. In youth
swallows greatly interested me, watching their
return every April from Africa to their nests
and then looking out for the migratory journeys to the Southern lands in September.
Not a few birds of different species build in
my manse garden in the wall bushes and in
the evergreen trees. Many nest a t night in
two arbor vitaes and also in my holly hedges,
where they are safe from the cruel aud prowling hawks. Their night sleep is sometimes
short: sometimes long. Some (like the owl)
sleep duriug the day, and wake up whenever
dusk comes to their work. Others and by f a r
the most are nocturnal sleepers, but go to
bed a t different hours. Field-Clubbers might
watch these bird habits and give us well ascertained facts about them.
So far as I have found in my narrow and
circumscribed experience, birds retire comparatively early to rest in order to get up
early and catch the worms that prefer to
work above ground in the dark. Most of us
have learned that for all work demanding
mental attention and fresh brain power, the
bird's habit is the best, and the morning hour
has gold in its mouth.
Die morgan stund
Hot gold im mund.
In winter just now they are off to bed a t
4 P.m., and have their bills tucked in below
the feathers of the back and seem to be sound
asleep in a few minutes. They take good care
to get their feet on a safe perching branch,
just of the size that suits the clasp of their
toes. They know where such branches are, and
like to get back to them each night. Sparrows
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love the strong ivy branches and quarrel
loudly about getting the best one, with the
broadest covering leaves to keep off the rain.
Robins, chaffinches and thrushes love my
arbor vitaes; for there the wind and showers
cannot get a t them, and no cruel hawk's eye
can observe them. These birds have little
defence or armour and are more dependent
than insects and creeping reptiles on their
wits. The ground animal, frog and toad and
mouse, are limited to only one plane of locomotion and can burrow and escape the observation of the hunting owl or sparrow hawk.
But the bird uses the air as well as the e a r t h
and its movements must be quicker and its
hiding places secure and safe. These manysided possibilities of locomotion by flight in
the air and by running on the ground demand
more thought and foresight and therefore require a bigger brain. Hence birds a r e animals
of much alertness both of movement and of
observation. Safety demands it. Many a r e
their enemies, few their friends, and they
must depend largely on very quick senses of
sight and hearing.
Hence it is t h a t their habits are very active.
The bird's body is what I might call a highly
geared engine: very much so in the swallow,
the stork, the eagle, and the various birds of
prey. In these the heart-beat is very quick.
The blood is very rich in red corpuscles. Birds
are also particularly choice and selective in
their diet. They will eat nothing which does
not do them good. You may think the sparrows greedy, but they will take not one particle of anything t h a t is in the least injurious to their constitution. Further, their digestion is excellent and they make the most of
their food. In collest winter weather their
good heart and their warm blood keep up the
heat of the body to a normal temperature,
and this is much helped by a thick covering
of feathers, which are non-conductive and much
warmer than any sheeps' wool clothing we can
get to wear. The feathers a r e in winter thick
and close and very conservative of i n t e r n a l
heat; and during sleep the head is bent back
and turned, not under the wing but among the
thickest and bunchiest feathers of the back.
There is no trouble with feet, and no fear of
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falling, because the bird bends its legs as it
settles on the branch. This tightens the toes
and locks them to the twig so that the bird
cannot fall: indeed, cannot rise from its perch
until it has again straightened out its legs
and so relaxed the toe muscles.
Also, you will notice that when they have
gone to sleep in your currant bushes or hollies
they seem larger and more puffed out in their
plumage. A thrush looks almost as large as a
crow when he is sleeping on one of my arbor
vitaes. Why is this?
This is one of Nature's wonderful protectors,
and the birds know it. It is done in order, of
course, to retain heat; but bow?
Well, in this way. The atmosphere is itself
a bad conductor of heat. And the bird opens
its feathers for a moment and catches a certain amount of air and encloses it among its
feathers. There it gets warm and stays and
prevents the body's heat from evaporating. In
fact it acts the part of an overcoat. We all
know that two overcoats are warmer than a
single thick, heavy one. Why? Because between the two light overcoats there is a
wrapper of entangled air which is as good as,
and better than, a third overcoat.
Have any of you observed the great variety
in the hours of sleep in birds? It is astonishing. We men sleep our 8 or 81/2hours alike in
summer and winter. Not so do our feathered
friends. In summer my favourite and dear
friend, the one robin of my garden, who keeps
to it and the adjoining one, and never leaves
his parish there and never poaches in the adjoining parishes behind me (Dr M'Pherson's
and Mr Cumming's)—goes to bed in summer at
8.30 and is up a t 2.30 or 3 a.m., and trilling his
lovely song at my bedroom window, to which
be always comes for the first part of his
sonata.
J u s t now, in winter, he goes off to roost in
my arbor vitae a t 4 p.m., and so far as I can
find out has 16 hours sound slumber till about
8 a.m., when as the dawn begins to kindle the
eastern sky he hies him to the plane tree near
my window and in loveliest mezzo-soprano
gives me some half a dozen morning sonnets.
Sappho, the famous Greek poetess, has lyrics
which are imitations of the birds of the Greek
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islands. She lived in that most lovely island
called Lesbos, which I once visited a f t e r being:
in Palestine—and shs tried to voice in Iambic
verses the songs of the birds.
But the birds even of
The Isles of Greece
Where burning Sappho loved and sung,
could not beat the symphonies of our Scottish
robins at 8 a.m. of a winter morning. Other
birds, like thrushes, keep their music for mating time and begin only in March when they
choose a wife, or a t least court her first by
their good singing, and thereby win the wife-who. we now believe, has to be much a n d
musically courted.
But the robin is happy not only in h i s
honeymooning season; but all the year round
trills his song to our great satisfaction. Whether he and other birds sleep or only snooze
through the long 16 hours of the dead of
winter I cannot tell. I wish some of you could
find out. And do they have an afternoon nap
in the summer when they rise a t 3 o'clock ?
Sometimes I have thought I saw seagulls
sleeping for an hour or more in the quiet
afternoon out in Banff Bay. They had all the
appearance of quietly resting: only the bill
was not behind among the back feathers.
Does any one know if a seagull or an oyster
catcher sleeps while floating on the waters?
One naturalist has said t h a t he has seen birds
in nesting time sound asleep—i.e.,
birds sitting on their nests—during the daytime. That is very probable, but does not
settle the other question. I t is well known
that seagulls sleep on land during stormy
weather—usually on the shingly bar of Banff
or a t the Links, and always near the salt
water. But they are now becoming more land
birds than before; and occasionally I am competently informed that far inland and near t o
lochs at the top of the Dee and Don flocks of
them may he seen in fine summer weather
roosting in fields and in bog-lands and on the
edge of inland fresh water lochs. Can anyone
verify this fact? One thing I can say with
certainty — it is that a t Braemar oyster
catchers on the Cluny in July and August may
be heard whistling shrilly a t every hour of
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the night—11, 12 and 1 o'clock. Their sleep
hours must be very few. The young birds
sleep much, but the older ones do not seem in
summer to require more than an hour or two.
Can anyone speak on this point? Someone
said the same is true of the lapwing: but they
are not much seen in Braemar, but rather
down here near the coast and in the f e u
Country. In mating time and early spring
this activity is much increased. The intensity
of the bird's life is then at the highest. Nature everywhere works for reproduction and
continuance of species; and all the salient
characteristics of birds, of habits, of flight, of
pairing and of courtship then come into view.
Before leaving this point I would suggest
some food for your reflection and some points
which you Field Club members might investigate.
1. Do all the lower animals sleep in summer?
They may hibernate in winter—but do
ants and bees and wasps sleep in summer?
2. If birds sleep in summer, bow long is it?
3. why do dogs and cats sleep so much?
4. Do horses sleep standing or lying down?
5. How do you grade intelligence in birds?
Which is lowest? Which highest?
6. Is the homing of the pigeon from Banff to
Bournemouth or Plymouth as high an acquirement as migration of the swallow to
Egypt?
7. Is the domesticated hen and cow so much
lower in intelligence than the chick and
the playful calf?
8. Why are rooks and crows and starlings and
parrots so clever?
9. Where did the cock yet his splendid crowwhen the male turkey's song is so hideous?
And how did the peacock learn to spread
his lovely tail? Is it instinctive? or acquired? or is it enregistered by heredity?
10. Where does what is called the little-brain
type, as in bees and ants, end and the bigbrain type of birds, &c., begin?
11. Which birds have the biggest brains?
This, however, leads us no further than to
an investigation of instincts: and they are
below the evidences of mentality in birds, yet
cannot be overlooked because it is out of the
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upward growth of these instincts t h a t emotional choice in pairing is made, and final
mind or mentality is evoked. We come t o
mentality farther on—in birds and other animals. Meantime let us look briefly a t evidences of mentality on the lower plane of
courtship and nesting.
Perhaps the most marked distinction between birds and the species of animals below
them—the invertibrates with no backbone—is
the division of the body into a nervous system
with head and brain and into a visceral
system or stomachic cavity of the body. Of
the five great divisions of the vertebrates, we
may say the lowest is the fishes, next the
amphibians (frogs and toads, with t r u e lungs
and a skeleton similar to the higher vertebrates), next the reptiles (lizards, serpents,
tortoises and turtles and crocodiles), and
fourth the birds, and fifth mammals (dog, ox,
horse and man).
Now one of the most marked differences between birds and these lower reptiles is in the
size of the bird's brain. The crocodile has a
huge head, but his brain is a very tiny a f f a i r ,
and devoid of complexity, whereas the b r a i n
of the bird fills a very large cranial cavity.
It has, like man's brain, a cerebrum a n d cerebellum, a well-developed nervous system a n d
is a distinct step upward in the ascending
vertebrate series.
But can we speak of mind in the birds? Are
there signs of mentality in them, something
altogether superior to the motions of instinct?
anything t h a t looks like judgment and foresight, and choice as a consequence of foresight? We can easily see a necessity for t h i s ;
for while serpents and amphibians a r e limited
to land and water, birds move in the air, and
flight is a much more difficult kind of locomotion than crawling or swimming, and demands
mental acuteness of a higher order. The movements must be exact and quick and decisive.
Must birds then not have much more developed
brains? Migrations of swallows and other
birds to southern lands at the proper time and
by the proper lines of passage surely implies
thought or a t least knowledge of a kind t h a t
can be called mentality and judgment. Yet
instinct plays a large part in migration a n d
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ill nest building; and it is doubtful if we can
say t h a t birds rise to reasoning—in which,
judgment and comparison and deducing of
consequences form a part. Some strongly
maintain t h a t the horse and especially the
collie dog reason and pay regard to causes
and effects who will still not be prepared to
say that the mentality of birds is nearly so
high.
The question is no doubt one of psychology,
which is the science of mind; and to-day what
is called animal psychology is everywhere
booming and dozens of books are being written
upon it. But it is wholly a matter of observation—and that means Field Club work and
Field Clubbers should have a large say in the
determination of the disputed questions.
As a help to this settlement let us begin by
stating a few things on which almost all agree.
Take first the senses of birds. And do not
judge clever birds, like swifts and pigeons and
plovers, by the dull and domesticated hen,
whose too-sheltered life at the farm, with all
her food cooked and found for her, and her
nest made warm and comfortable in the henhouse. and herself part of a harem of a dozen
or more wives, has no cares to carry, no
anxieties to sharpen her wits, and only when
she becomes the broody mother of 10 or more
chicks shows any signs of domestic care and
motherly foresight.
Judge the bird rather by the eagle, the swift,
the quick tom-tit, the fraternal robin and the
venturous and impudent sparrow—by the rook
and crow, with their sharp outlook, and by the
imitative and cheeky parrot and starling.
Now these have very quick senses of sight
and of hearing and (we venture to use the
word), of understanding. They hear, they see,
they quickly decide on a course of action. The
crow knows quite well the range of a gun and
of a boy's sling. Outside that range he impudently defies you; but within the range quickly
flies up into the air and puts himself out ot
your reach. The sparrow knows well how
near he may let the school children reach him
on the road, and keeps eye and ear open for
every sound. The house pigeon on the street
near me (I do think) knows I am a safe friend
and mean no evil or hurt, and never rises off
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the roadway when I pass him. Probably he
can discern a clerical coat and h a t a s quickly
as anybody else.
Is t h a t not the proof of high knowledge a n d
of very good judgment? I like to think it is.
and am very much pleased a t these signs of
good sense in the pigeon tribe. Going down
the Clyde once from Glasgow to Rothesay, I
watched all those 25 miles the conduct of half
a dozen seagulls or more. They were verysharp a t picking out of the water bits of biscuit. They discovered a bun instantly and the
whole six went for it and fought furiously,
stealing bits from the mouth of the successful
capturer. A bit of something else, a faked
biscuit, they never looked at, and gave the
hypocritical donor (it seemed to me) a look of
contempt—as much as to say, "Don't think we
are sillies." Was this so? Can seagulls feel
contempt for a cheating boy who fakes generosity? If so, I should say it is a high m a r k
of mind.
My robin, who favours my garden and nocturnally sleeps in a holly hedge close beside
my study, is fond of coming within three feet
of my spade as I t u r n up e a r t h and shew him
worms. He eats a few, then flies up t o an apple
tree and gives me a lovely song. Is it t h a n k s '
If so, t h a t shows politeness, and politeness is a
high type of mind, above the mentality of not
a few people. In severe weather and h a r d
frost we every morning set out crumbs a t the
back door. The said robin claims them as his
by right, though a pair of tomtits sometimes
dispute it with him and get a small share. I
rather favour the little tomtits by putting
crumbs on the study window sill a t the same
time. The robin looks enraged and ruffles his
feathers. Does he argue, "That is not f a i r
play. All your gifts should be mine. You have
no right to take the p a r t of these tomtits." If
he so argues, does he reason? Or is it only a n
exhibition of the emotion of anger which does
not infer any high degree of mentality? What
do you Field Clubbers say?
Turn from the sense of sight to the sense of
hearing. The bird's ear is seldom visible but
it is there, and there is great rapidity of action following on the very slightest noise. I
have sat still on a seat in the Duff House
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grounds and scattered crumbs around and got
many birds to come quite near. But the least
sound of my foot moving or the fall of a twig
from the tree was instantly heard and noticed,
.and every bird was a t once on the wing. How
quickly do the clocking hen's chicks distinguish her danger call from the usual clickclack of their mother aud rush beneath her
wings! Do they not instantly infer danger?
and is not that inference? and is not inference,
as Professor Bain says, a couclusiou drawn
from either discrimination or agreement or retentiveness? Did not the birds generalise and
.in their own minds (if they have minds) say,
"Generally a noise of that kind on our mother's lips means a cat or a r a t or a h a w k let us run for safety." And is not that a bit of
logic in the shape of a syllogism, like this:—
"All sounds of that kind mean danger. This
one we heard is such a sound. There is danger
a t hand." That is as old as Aristotle, and is
the third figure of his lawful syllogism. I believe both Professor Aldrich and Dr Whately
would stand up for that as a good deduction.
What do you think? Did the chioks so reason?
or did they just know a danger call and instinctively run to the shelter of the kind
mother's wing? It is a fine psychological question—Where does instinct end and mind take
its place? Or is instinct (as Dr Wm,. MacDougall now affirms) itself part of mind so far
as it is a thing of interest, or sentiment, but
not so f a r as it is only a feeling? It seems to
me to be simply a matter of degree. Low instinct in the child cannot be mental: but high
instinct in the dog and horse may be so. This
question a t present divides psychologists. Can
you help us to settle it?
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Professor Arthur Thomson gives an instance
of it and he makes this high instinct to be
association of ideas. This is an instance, aucl
I quote Professor Thomson's words:—"The reflectiveness displayed in the ordinary life ot
the bird depends to a large extent on useful
.associations established in early life. A moorhen chicken, for which Professor Lloyd Morgan
used to dig earthworms, soon learned to run
to him from some distance whenever he took a
spade in hand. This was not from any intelligent appreciation of the spade as a digging
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instrument, but because an association had
been established. The spade was a n item in
the mental registration of a pleasant experience. The life of wild birds in the open seems
to be full of these associations."
Now in the association of ideas there is without doubt intelligence, i.e., the presence of
mind, but it is not necessarily a proof of the
presence of reason. We all associate ideas on
the great principle of relativity. Everything
in nature has relations and opposites: you.
cannot know parent unless you know child,
nor husband until you know wife, nor light
without darkness. And the moment you h e a r
one of these you associate with it the other.
It is one of the lowest functions of m i n d mere memory and retentiveness. I t is only
when, with the power of genius, a g r e a t
thinker shews you associations t h a t never before occurred to you, as the poets and philosophers do, t h a t you reason, introducing u n thought-of relations and far-fetched similes,
and then you get it in its highest functions
and attributes. But in the chick or the lamb
or the calf, there is no such exercise of association of ideas. They can discriminate sounds
and can associate these sounds with their mother's cluck, or the parent ewe's bleat, or the
parent cow's low, but beyond t h a t p r i m a r y
association through the sense of hearing there
is no proper intellectual functioning, nor a n y
use made of the powers of abstraction, of
judgment or reasoning.
As to the clever instinct by which birds
build nests and capture booty of worms, &c.„
for their food, this varies much in definiteness
and range. How much of this is inborn and
instinct, and how much learned f r o m parents
it is difficult to say. In t h a t most delightful
book by Professor Hobham. called "The Mind
in Evolution" (1915) we find parent birds teaching their young how to open nuts, how to skin
hard fruits, how to break worms into small
pieces, and how to divide up snails for lunch;
he says that the cooking or r a t h e r p r e p a r i n g
of the family dinner is as much acquired by
learning as by instinct. There is no doubt
that both contribute, and t h a t instinct a n d
intelligence co-operate with parental exampleand training.
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All these lessons come to be acquired by the
birds, and the nest-building is not so wonderful as at first it seems. Into all of us human
beings as well as into birds Nature is implanting capacities of action which we possess
and use and never think of. You go out to a
walk: do you trouble yourself by thinking how
you can move your feet and balance your body
and keep erect? No. Yet when you were a
baby you could neither keep your balance nor
stand erect nor lift your feet correctly.
All these powers have got enregistered and
implanted in your body till they seem now to
belong to it and be part of it. Yet they were
each slowly acquired from your nurse or mother with much patient training up to your
second or third year. These powers slowly got
fitted into the framework of your body so that
now it gives your mind no thought to walk
erect and straight. The brain and the nervesare now set free for higher and better work.
I have so trained my right hand to hold a pen
and to make the pen express my thoughts that
the wonderful—most wonderful—connection
and conjunction between the fine nerves of the
brain and the nerves and muscles of my arm
and fingers never astonish me. I never think
of it: but being liberated by Nature's enregistering of these gifts in my right hand, my
pen runs along the paper as if it did everything itself and wrote the article or the letter.
Knowing then how we ourselves thus act by
these enregistered results in nerves and
muscles, we naturally imagine that dogs and
cats and birds and all the higher animals have
some similar implanted gifts. Your dog shows
signs of it. So does your canary and your
parrot. Many of their acts do not need mind
or much mind at all. The parrot's "Good
morning" and his "Pretty Poll" have become
euregistered in his vocal chords and are as
much his as his screech or skraigh.
In our sense of sight and in hearing the
same thing takes place as in voice. We turn
our head round yet the eye remains fixed on
our book and we never thing of how the automatic response of the eyeball and the optic
nerve was made. It required no mind movement: the whole power of the mind was set
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tree to attend to the subject-matter on the
page of print.
Now the eye is one of the best sense-organs
of the birds. It brings them most of the news
of their world. It reports tidings of danger
from a sportsman's gun or a hawk's talons.
In the course of the long evolution of the bird
from the reptile and fish, the sensory nerve
cells of the eye have become wonderfully
acute. The other four senses are there too—
touch, hearing, taste and smell—but the eye of
the eagle, of the hawk and of the seagull and
swift has become a very wonderful faculty,
and a perfect miracle of adaptiveness to the
ends of the bird life. Nature began to ply her
"prentice hand" on fishes first with simple receptor cells for light, then in evolution process
came the "cup eyes" of higher fishes, then
came the lens and the tiny camera behind it,
when the eye begins to be used as a compass
t o compute distances far and near and to become directive and able to a d j u s t its focus to
these different distances.
Up through reptiles, amphibians, to the birds
the evolving process went on and came to its
culmination in eagle and gull. And there is
no finer binocular in existence t h a n t h a t eye.
It has the largest number of sensitive receptions in the retina and of nerve-fibres passing
into the brain. The eagle can therefore argue
better t h a n anyone of us as to what is the
tiny speck it sees three miles away: the gull
can discover much quicker than the fisherman
where is the shoal of herring, how large is the
shoal and in what direction it is moving: and
with the larger knowledge given by vision
comes the better knowledge of value. The eye
permits the brain to act and judge and decide. That is how birds take a high place in
the rank of mentality. If they do not reason
they certainly think. If they do not draw conclusions by syllogisms, they act on high intelligence. The study of this subject has given us
many good lessons, and I trust we shall profit
by them.
I should very much have liked to dwell a t
length on the evidences of mind and choice and
foresight shewn by the—
1 migration of birds;
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2 by their choice of hauuts and their wonderful nesting, especially on the cliffs of
Gamrie and the Tore of Troup;
3 on their strange habits and modes of courtship in spring and the variety of their
songs at that season;
4 and on the pedigree of birds, both running
and flying birds.
But time forbids, and perhaps others will take
up these subjects who have given more time
than the writer can give to their elucidation.
A recent book published in 1920 by Dr James
Ritchie (Edinburgh University Library), "On
the Influence of Man upon Animal Life in
Scotland," gives much matter of highest interest as to the effect of man's hand on the welfare and development of birds, especially on
the changes caused by domestication on
pigeons and hens. It has had strange effects
on their functions and their habits, and especially upon their temperaments. Wild birds
have been tamed. The dividing lines of species
have been over-ridden. Many carnivorous
birds of the hawk and eagle type have been
nearly exterminated with a consequent increase of many animals which they devoured
which are hurtful to the farmer, such as rats
and mice and voles and such like vermin. The
destruction of the carnivora means the multiplication of the rodent. It has on the other
hand led to the increased safety of the poultry
yard where the hawk and the owl were fond
of poaching to the great disgust of the broody
hen and annoyance of the farmer's wife.
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The rook and the crow still hold their place
and we plead for their preservation. But the
love or the lapwings' eggs is proving very hurtful and they are nearly extinct in this part
of the county. We trust the owls may be preserved and cannot understand any gamekeeper shooting them. We could well afford to
see the clever little sparrow diminished in
number, for he does much damage to the
young and tender cabbage, cauliflower and
kitchen peas. But after all he is also a scavenger—in which last work the gulls and the kites
excel.
We plead for the protection of the birds and
are thankful that the Legislature has now
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come to cur side by protecting their eggs for a
certain season from destruction. A great naturalist calculated that if we had ten years
without any birds the whole system of a n i m a t e
.Nature would come to an end and be eaten u p
of vermin.
That may be an extreme statement but much
truth lies behind it. Birds do largely keep
down injurious insects by killing them in the
caterpillar stage. If they do harm to the
farmer at seed time, still the balance (as most
farmers admit) is in their favour. The rook
is his friend as well as his enemy. The vast
majority of birds are beneficial to the land.
And every Field Club should do its best to
educate the public mind against the extermination, and in favour of the preservation, of
birds.
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I would further venture to urge you to study
more closely the habits of the birds t h a t frequent the lower reaches of the Deveron, as the
coot, the water hen, the kingfisher, the redshanks, the terns and dunlins. Also I would
encourage such members as have time to go by
boat or by land along to Gamrie Mohr anil
Troup Head and study the sea cliff birds; and
if ever you got to North Berwick to take a
boat out to the Bass Rock. There you will see,
conspicuous among the summer visitors, the
lovely slaty-white guillemots, the razorbills,
the puffins, with their orange red legs, their
short bills, and their brilliant colours in blue,
orange and white—usually a t the top of the
cliff, and the others below—tier upon tier
(like the vine gardens a t Bingen on the Rhine
or on the Swiss mountains). The numbers m a y
be reckoned in thousands. I could not go down
now to Troup Head, but when younger I went
often in a boat (which Sheriff Scott Moncrieff
and Dr Hirschfeld and I had) and watched
them for hours. In the Hebrides, at Rum and
Eigg and Coll, you will see them in millions.
They are all monogamous—lay one egg—rear
one chick annually, and never steal each
other's eggs—well behaved birds, honest and
kind, and each one sticks to his own wife and
helps her in the nursing of the baby-exemplary birds.
I thank the members for their kind atten-
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tion and patience in listening to this paper,
and would add a few suggestive queries:—
1. Can animals count? Do rooks really know
when three men leave a shooting party
and one remains that he has hid himself?
Can they count up only to three or to four
and six? Will a brooding thrush quit her
nest if three out of six eggs be removed,
but not if two? Did the arithmetical
horses of Elberfield think when they
stamped out with their feet two and three
and four on the blackboard?
2. Can animals tell the time of day? Does the
parrot know 8.30 on the clock? and 12? and
6? or the house-dog? In the Luxembourg
Gardens in Paris sparrows gathered by
hundreds before 12 noon, when a visitor
brought a basketful of broken biscuits
daily. Did they know the time? Have
they a gastric clock inside? as we have for
lunch. Was it only a constitutional
rhythm? a punctuating of hunger's recurrence and periodicities?
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In the discussion that followed, members
spolte in warm appreciation of Dr Bruce's
paper and he was cordially thanked on the
call of the Chairman.

